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IMPROVING ROBUSTNESS FILTER BANDWIDTH IN REPETITIVE
CONTROL BY CONSIDERING MODEL MISMATCH
Arnfinn A. Eielsen, Yik R. Teo, and Andrew J. Fleming
ABSTRACT
Repetitive control (RC) is used to track and reject periodic signals by including a model of a periodic signal in
the feedback path. The performance of RC can be improved by including an inverse plant response filter, but due to
modeling uncertainty at high frequencies, a low-pass robustness filter is also required to limit the bandwidth of the
signal model and ensure stability. The design of robustness filters is presently ad-hoc, which may result in excessively
conservative performance. This article proposes a new automatic method for designing the robustness filter based on
convex optimization and an uncertainty model. Experimental results on a nanopositioning system demonstrate that the
proposed method outperforms the traditional brick-wall filter approach.
Key Words: Repetitive control, learning control, uncertainty, optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION
Repetitive control (RC) is a method suited to reference tracking and rejection of periodic signals [1].
The method is based on the internal model principle
[2] where an exogenous signal (a reference or disturbance) can be nulled in the error signal if a signal model
is contained in the feedback path. RC was developed
to reject the periodic disturbances that arise in power
supply control [3,4], but has since been used for machining [5], precision positioning [6–8], optical drives [9–11],
electro-hydraulics [12], power-converters [13], and scanning probe microscopy [14–16].
Fig. 1 illustrates the signal model used in RC for
periodic signals of period L. This implementation is computationally efficient and numerically stable as the model
consists of only positive feedback around a time-delay.
The corresponding transfer function is an infinite number of marginally stable poles with infinite gain at the
harmonics of the periodic reference.
The most common implementation of discrete-time
RC was first proposed in [17], where the plant dynamics
are inverted using the zero-phase tracking error control (ZPETC) filter in order to improve the RC performance. In principle, an inverse plant response filter
(IPRF) should provide a signal model bandwidth up
to the Nyquist-frequency. However, the ZPETC filter
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Fig. 1. A time-delay with positive feedback with the
appropriate initial function can model any periodic
signal [1].

relies on an accurately identified infinite impulse response
(IIR) model, which is not always possible. Furthermore,
non-minimum phase zeros cannot be inverted; hence the
magnitude response of the ZPETC inverse can be inaccurate.
As an alternative to an IIR filter, a finite impulse
response (FIR) filter can be used for the IPRF. Compared to a ZPETC inverse, an FIR filter does not require
an explicit model structure and can alleviate the problems due to non-minimum phase zeros. However, FIR
filters can be more computationally demanding than IIR
filters. The IPRF as an FIR filter [18,19] can be found
using frequency domain optimization [20]. The foremost difficulties with this approach are the ad-hoc design
procedure and non-optimal performance. For example,
an error weighting function must be chosen to synthesize a filter which ensures closed-loop stability. An
alternative method presented in [8,21] is a more direct
method for IPRF synthesis which uses the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) of the inverse empirical transfer-function estimate (ETFE). This method is
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equivalent to the frequency sampling method for FIR
filter synthesis [22].
The performance and stability of RC depends on the
accuracy of the IPRF, regardless of whether the implementation is an IIR or FIR filter. The robustness and
stability of the closed-loop system is related to the magnitude of modeling errors. A simple method for achieving
robustness is to limit the bandwidth using a low-pass filter [1,23–27], or truncating the number of poles in the
signal model [28]. A low-pass robustness filter [24,25]
improves the stability margin at higher frequencies, where
the plant mismatch is greatest.
In this article, a new method is proposed for synthesizing a robustness filter based on the magnitude of
modeling uncertainty. This approach is shown to be less
conservative than present methods and is demonstrated
to improve the tracking performance of an experimental
nanopositioning system.

II. DISCRETE-TIME REPETITIVE CONTROL
Fig. 2 shows a block diagram for a general RC
scheme applied to a plant G(z−1 ). The filters H1 (z−1 ) and
H2 (z−1 ) are used to produce a bandwidth-limited signal
generator. The filter H1 (z−1 ) is known as the robustness
filter [24,25]. If H1 (z−1 ) and H2 (z−1 ) have linear phase,
and therefore constant group delay, then a group delay
of L will produce poles at ± j2𝜋n∕L, n ∈ N0 , where N0
denotes the set of natural numbers including zero. Symmetric FIR filters have a linear phase response; which is
why, ideally, H1 (z−1 ) and H2 (z−1 ) are chosen to be such
filters. The magnitude response of H1 (z−1 ) and H2 (z−1 )
can then be used to limit the closed-loop bandwidth. The
IPRF H3 (z−1 ) can be implemented as either an IIR or
FIR filter.

In Fig. 2 the RC scheme can be seen as equivalent
to the control law
CRC (z−1 ) =

H1 (z−1 )H3 (z−1 )
.
1 − H1 (z−1 )H2 (z−1 )

(1)

Assuming that the reference signal period is an integer multiple of the sampling time Ts , then the product of
H1 (z−1 )H2 (z−1 ) in the denominator has to contain a delay
of z−N , where
N = L∕Ts ,

(2)

to satisfy the internal model principle.
The closed-loop sensitivity function is
S(z−1 ) =
=

E(z−1 )
,
R(z−1 )
1 − H1 (z−1 )H2 (z−1 )
(
),
1 − H1 (z−1 ) H2 (z−1 ) − H3 (z−1 )G(z−1 )
(3)

which can be rearranged to the form shown in Fig. 3.
The stability of the RC system is determined by the
denominator of (3), which will provide stability if the
loop transfer-function in Fig. 3 satisfies the small-gain
theorem [24,25]. Therefore, the system is stable if
(
)‖
‖
(4)
‖H1 (z−1 ) H2 (z−1 ) − H3 (z−1 )G(z−1 ) ‖ < 1 ,
‖
‖∞
assuming H1 (z−1 ) and H2 (z−1 ) are stable. The stability
condition can be split into two conditions:
‖
‖
‖H1 (z−1 )‖ ≤ 1 ,
‖
‖∞

(5)

‖
‖
‖H2 (z−1 ) − H3 (z−1 )G(z−1 )‖ < 1 .
‖∞
‖

(6)

and

Fig. 2. Block diagram for a general RC system.

Fig. 3. Equivalent description of sensitivity function.
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of the window function W (k) is

III. THE INVERSE PLANT RESPONSE
FILTER

∑

M−1

The IPRF can be implemented by a model-less
FIR filter [8,21]. This method relies on an empirical
transfer-function estimate (ETFE) [29] of the plant.
The frequency sampling method for filter synthesis and
Welch’s method for estimating the ETFE are described in
the following subsections.

3.1 Synthesizing the inverse plant response filter
In terms of the frequency samples k ∈ [0, M − 1]
̂
∩N0 , the ETFE of the plant is denoted G(k),
and its
−1
̂
inverse is denoted G (k). The IPRF H3 (z) is an FIR filter
that can be found by taking the inverse discrete Fourier
̂ −1 (k). This method is known as
transform (IDFT) of G
the frequency-sampling method for FIR filter synthesis
[22]. The unit impulse response gi (n) of the inverse of the
̂ −1 (k) is
ETFE G

W (k) =

w(n − M∕2)e−j

n=0

=

[M−1
∑

2𝜋kn
M

]
−j 2𝜋kn
M

w(n)e

(10)
e

−j 2𝜋k
M

M
2

,

n=0

where the term e−j(2𝜋k∕M)(M∕2) comes from the fact that
the rectangular window is not centered around n = 0,
but is time-shifted to be centered around n = M∕2. This
phase term will cause distortion of h(n), unless h(n) is also
phase-shifted to compensate. The unit impulse response
gi (n) is therefore phase-shifted before windowing. Due
to the circular shift property of the discrete Fourier
transform (DFT), this can be done by rearranging gi (n)
such that
{
gi (n + M∕2) , n = 0, 1, … , M2 − 1
ḡ i (n) =
gi (n − M∕2) , n = M2 , M2 + 1, … , M − 1
(11)

2𝜋kn
1 ∑ ̂ −1
G (k)ej M ,
gi (n) =
M k=0

M−1

(7)

where n ∈ [0, M − 1] ∩ N0 . The IDFT is found in MATLAB using the function ifft. The FIR filter is then
expressed in the z-domain as
−1

F(z ) = gi (0) + gi (1)z
∑

−1

+ … + gi (M − 1)z

∑

M−1

ḡ i (n)z−n = z−M∕2 F(z−1 )

(12)

n=0

g̃ i (n) = w(n)̄gi (n) ,

gi (n)z−n .

n=0

(8)
The frequency-sampling method results in a unit
impulse response which has been convoluted with a rectangular window of the same length in the frequency
domain. The frequency response of F(z−1 ) is therefore
affected by the large side-lobes of the rectangular window. As a result, the modeling error of F(z−1 ) is large
between the frequency samples. This can be alleviated
by the use of a window function with smaller side-lobes,
which effectively smooths the frequency response of
F(z−1 ).
̃
A windowed FIR filter h(n)
is created from an FIR
filter h(n) as
̃
h(n)
= w(n)h(n)

̄ −1 ) =
F(z

which is F(z−1 ) delayed by M∕2 steps. Applying the
window w(n) to the time-shifted impulse response ḡ i (n),

−M+1

M−1

=

for the case when M is even. The inverse response is then
represented by the FIR filter

(9)

where w(n) is a window function that is non-zero only for
n ∈ [0, M −1]∩N0 . The frequency-domain representation

(13)

the filter
[
]
̃ −1 ) = W (z−1 ) ∗ z−M∕2 F(z−1 )
F(z

(14)

̃ −1 ) is used in (1).
is obtained, and H3 (z−1 ) = F(z
For the implementation, M = N, assuming N to be
even, and the stability condition given in (6) is simplified
by choosing
H2 (z−1 ) = z−N∕2 ,

(15)

since |H2 (z−1 )| = 1, which results in
[
]
‖ −N∕2
‖
− z−N∕2 F(z−1 ) ∗ W (z−1 ) G(z−1 )‖
‖z
‖
‖∞
[
]
‖
−1
−1
−1 ‖
= ‖1 − W (z ) ∗ F(z ) G(z )‖ < 1 ,
‖
‖∞
(16)
[

]

where W (z−1 ) ∗ F(z−1 ) G(z−1 ) ≈ 1 if the FIR filter
inverse is accurate.
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3.2 Empirical transfer-function estimate
To obtain an accurate empirical transfer-function
estimate (ETFE), several methods can be used, including
periodic averaging, and Welch’s averaged periodogram
[21,29].
Welch’s method [30] is one of the most common
methods for obtaining an ETFE for RC [18,19,31]. The
plant output data is usually generated using Gaussian
white-noise excitation, although more informative input
signals can be generated by experiment design, if prior
information about the plant is known [29,32,33]. The
̂
̂ −1 (k), are found
ETFE of the plant G(k),
and its inverse G
as the quotient of the cross power spectral density estimate of the input and the measured output Pyu (k), and
the power spectral density estimate of the input Puu (k),
i.e.,
̂
G(k)
=

Pyu (k)
Puu (k)

̂ −1 (k) = Puu (k) .
, and G
Pyu (k)

In Welch’s method, the time-series data is divided
into windowed segments, with an option to use overlapping segments. Then, a modified periodogram of each
segment is computed and the results are averaged [30].
Welch’s method for generating an ETFE corresponds
to the function tfestimate in MATLAB. One of the
advantages of Welch’s method is the flexibility in terms
of the number of frequency samples and excitation signal
used.

assuming N is even. This filter will have P + 1 unique
parameters. In addition, a desired magnitude response
|H (𝜔)| is specified as part of the control law design. By
| 1 |
pre-multiplying the filter by zP , H1 (z−1 ) can be expressed
as the non-causal, zero-phase filter
̄ 1 (z−1 ) = h1 (P)zP + h1 (P − 1)zP−1 + …
H
+ h1 (0) + … + h1 (P − 1)z−P+1 + h1 (P)z−P .
(18)
Since z = ej𝜔 and ejn𝜔 + e−jn𝜔 = 2 cos(n𝜔), the frequency
response is real-valued and found as
̄ 1 (𝜔) = h1 (0) + 2
H

P
∑
n=1

cos(n𝜔)h1 (n) = ||H1 (𝜔)|| . (19)

Consider mf ≥ P+1 frequency samples 𝜔k ∈ [0, 𝜋], since
the spectrum of ||H1 (𝜔)|| is symmetric, then the response
can be expressed as
𝐀H̄ 1 = 𝛀𝚯h1

(20)

where
]T
[
𝐀H̄ 1 = |H1 (𝜔1 )| · · · |H1 (𝜔mf )| ,
⎡ 𝛀1 ⎤
𝛀 = ⎢ ⋮ ⎥,
⎢𝛀 ⎥
⎣ mf ⎦
[
]
𝛀i = 1 2 cos(𝜔i ) · · · 2 cos(P𝜔i ) ,

(21)

(22)
(23)

and
[
]T
𝚯h1 = h1 (0) h1 (1) · · · h1 (P) .

IV. THE ROBUSTNESS FILTER
The performance and stability of RC depends on
the accuracy of the IPRF H3 (z−1 ), which typically deteriorates at higher frequencies. The stability and robustness
of the system is improved by limiting the RC gain by way
of the robustness filter H1 (z−1 ) [25]. This is commonly
done using a low-pass filter, increasing the attenuation
at higher frequencies, thus reducing the bandwidth [24].
In this Section, a novel method for synthesizing an FIR
robustness filter is presented.

There are two requirements for the robustness filter.
The product of the filters H1 (z−1 ) and H2 (z−1 ) should produce a delay of N, and the stability condition (5) must be
met. Linear phase is ensured by using a symmetric FIR
filter. The required delay in (2) is ensured by using a filter
with 2P + 1 taps, with
P = N∕2 ,

The coefficients that approximate the desired magnitude
response for the robustness filter ||H1 (𝜔)||, that ensure a
linear-phase and |H1 (𝜔)| ≤ 1, can be found solving the
convex optimization problem [34]
minimize ‖𝛀𝚯h1 − 𝐀H̄ 1 ‖2
Θ

s.t. 𝛀𝚯h1 ≤ 𝟏,

(17)

(25)

where 𝟏 denotes a column vector of ones, and
time-shifting the resulting filter
̄ 1 (z−1 ) .
H1 (z−1 ) = z−P H

4.1 Synthesizing the robustness filter

(24)

(26)

When solving this problem, a sufficient number
of frequency samples are necessary to avoid an
under-determined problem. To improve the inter-sample
response of the resulting filter [20,35], a higher number
of samples is usually required, hence
mf = 10 (P + 1)
was used for the results in this paper.
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4.2 Brick-wall low-pass filter approach
A linear-phase low-pass filter approximating a
brick-wall frequency response is the most common
method of designing the robustness filter H1 (z−1 )
[1,23–27]. Approximating the ideal step-function using
an FIR filter typically introduces pass-band ripple
[20,22], which causes the stability condition (5) to be violated. One way to practically eliminate pass-band ripple
is to approximate the brick-wall frequency response using
the magnitude response of a high-order low-pass Butterworth filter. The roll-off rate of the Butterworth is also
lower than more direct step-function approximations,
which should lead to a less severe bandwidth limitation.
The bandwidth of the filter is chosen to be the frequency
̂ −1 )| ≈ 1, where G(z
̂ −1 ) is the
domain where |H3 (z−1 )G(z
−1
ETFE of the plant G(z ).

When evaluating the mismatch between the measured response and the IPRF, it is often apparent that
a brick-wall filter is more conservative than necessary.
By considering the mismatch when synthesizing the
robustness filter H1 (z−1 ), a less conservative filter can be
obtained. Here, the robustness filter problem is solved
as an optimization problem taking the measured uncertainty, or model mismatch, into consideration.
The stability criterion (4) can be written:
(
)|
|
(27)
|H1 (z−1 ) H2 (z−1 ) − H3 (z−1 )G(z−1 ) | ≤ 1 .
|
|
If the model mismatch is denoted as
(28)

(
)|
|
|H1 (z−1 ) z−N∕2 − z−N∕2 𝛿(z−1 ) |
|
|
(
)| |
|
|
= |H1 (z−1 ) 1 − 𝛿(z−1 ) | = |H1 (z−1 )𝜐(z−1 )| ≤ 1 ,
|
| |
|
(29)
where the mismatch is expressed by way of the multiplicative uncertainty weight
(30)

A design criterion for H1 (z−1 ) can then be found as:
|H1 (𝜔)| ≤ 1
|
| |𝜐(𝜔)|

]
W (z−1 ) ∗ F(z−1 ) G(z−1 ) ≠ 1 .

Second, the ETFE can not be expected to be perfectly
accurate, due to non-linearity, noise, and other factors
influencing the dynamics of the actual system.
4.3.1 Measuring the Model Mismatch
The method adopted here in order to measure the
model uncertainty, is to produce a more accurate, higher
̂ (k) than the EFTE G(k)
̂
resolution ETFE G
used to
m
generate the IPRF, and then compute the measured
uncertainty weight
(32)

that can be used to generate the uncertainty bound,
described in Sec. 4.4.
The reason for using a higher frequency resolution
ETFE is that in the spectral density estimates used to
generate the ETFE, the frequency bins represent average power, and hence the power due to large peaks in the
amplitude response can be spread over a wide frequency
domain if the frequency resolution is low. This reduces
the observed maximum gain, and can therefore lead to
an underestimation of the model mismatch. The remedy
is to use a high frequency resolution; increasing the resolution until no significant increase in the peaks of the
ETFE is observed.
4.4 Approximating the measured uncertainty

the stability criterion is

𝜐(𝜔) = 𝛿(𝜔) − 1 .

[

[
]
̂ (k) − 1 ,
𝜐m (k) = W (k) ∗ F(k) G
m

4.3 Mismatch approach

𝛿(z−1 ) = zN∕2 H3 (z−1 )G(z−1 )

corresponding inverse FIR filter F(z−1 ); the required windowing W (z−1 ) introduces
a modeling
error in the IPRF
[
]
H3 (z−1 ) = z−N∕2 W (z−1 ) ∗ F(z−1 ) since

The measured uncertainty can not be expected to
capture all the uncertainty present in the system. It is
therefore necessary to compute a more conservative estimate 𝜐̂ (z−1 ) of the uncertainty; over-bounding the measured uncertainty. One way to achieve this is to consider
the positive-real rational function
̂ −1 ) =
Υ(z

Υ̂ b (z−1 )
≜ 𝜐̂ (z−1 )̂𝜐(z) = |̂𝜐(𝜔)|2
Υ̂ a (z−1 )

(33)

with order Q, where
(31)

Υ̂ b (z−1 ) = b(Q)zQ + b(Q − 1)zQ−1 + …

There are two main contributors to model miŝ
match. First, assume a perfect ETFE G(k)
= G(k) and
© 2016 Chinese Automatic Control Society and John Wiley & Sons Australia, Ltd
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and
Υ̂ a (z−1 ) = zQ + a(Q − 1)zQ−1 + …
+ a(0) + … + a(Q − 1)z−Q+1 + z−Q .

(35)

Here, a(Q) = 1, and the rational function has 2Q + 1
unique coefficients. The frequency response is
̂
Υ(𝜔)
=

∑Q
b(0) + 2 n=1 cos(n𝜔)b(n)
,
∑Q−1
a(0) + 2 n=1 cos(n𝜔)a(n) + 2 cos(Q𝜔)
(36)

If 𝛾a , 𝛾b ≥ 0, the constraints ensure that both the numerator and denominator will be positive-real. The first
constraint ensures the over-bound. The values of 𝛾a and
𝛾b can be used to control the slope of the interpolation, by reducing the depths and peaks of the zeros and
poles. A stable transfer-function weight 𝜐̂ (z−1 ) can also be
̂ −1 ) = 𝜐̂ (z−1 )̂𝜐(z).
obtained by spectral factorization of Υ(z
The desired magnitude response for H1 (z−1 ) can then be
computed from
1
|H1 (𝜔)| ≤
| k |̂𝜐(𝜔)| ,
|
s

(48)

and for nf ≥ 2Q + 1 frequency samples, i.e. the number
of samples used to compute (32), 𝜔i ∈ [0, 𝜋] it can be
expressed as
][𝚯 ]
[
b
𝛀, −𝛀𝐀𝜐
(37)
= 𝝎Q ◦𝐀𝜐m
m
𝚯a

where the constant ks ≥ 1 has been introduced to provide an additional stability margin, to account for any
unmeasured and unknown effects.

where ◦ denotes the Hadamard product, and
[
]T
𝐀𝜐m = |𝜐m (𝜔1 )|2 · · · |𝜐m (𝜔nf )|2 ,

5.1 System description

⎡ 𝛀1 ⎤
𝛀 = ⎢ ⋮ ⎥,
⎢𝛀 ⎥
⎣ nf ⎦
[
]
𝛀i = 1 2 cos(𝜔i ) · · · 2 cos(Q𝜔i ) ,
(
)
̄ 𝐀𝜐 ⊗ 𝟏T
𝛀𝐀 = 𝛀◦
𝜐

(38)

(39)
(40)
(41)

̄1 ⎤
⎡𝛀
⎢
̄
𝛀 = ⋮ ⎥,
⎥
⎢𝛀
⎣ ̄ nf ⎦
[
]
̄ i = 1 2 cos(𝜔i ) · · · 2 cos((Q − 1)𝜔i ) ,
𝛀
]T
[
𝝎Q = 2 cos(Q𝜔1 ) · · · 2 cos(Q𝜔nf ) ,
[
]T
𝚯b = b(0) b(1) · · · b(Q) ,
[
]T
𝚯a = a(0) a(1) · · · a(Q − 1) ,

(42)
(43)
(44)
(45)
(46)

where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.
Using a positive-real rational function makes it possible to solve for an over-bounding interpolation Υ(z−1 )
using convex optimization [34]:
minimize ‖𝐗𝚯 − 𝐘‖1
Θ

s.t.

where

(47)

𝐗𝚯 − 𝐘 ≥ 𝟎
𝛀𝚯b ≥ 𝛾b 𝟏
[ T
]T
𝛀 𝚯a
1 ≥ 𝛾a 𝟏

[
]
[
]
𝚯b
𝐗 = 𝛀, −𝛀𝐀𝜐 , 𝚯 =
, and 𝐘 = 𝝎Q ◦𝐀𝜐 .
𝚯a

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiments were conducted on the two-axis
serial-kinematic nanopositioning stage shown in Fig. 4.
Each axis contains a 12𝜇mm long piezoelectric stack
actuator (Noliac NAC2003-H12) with a free displacement of 12 μm at 200 V. The flexure design includes
a mechanical amplifier to provide a total range of
30 μm. The flexures also mitigate cross-coupling such
that each axis can be controlled independently. More
details on the design of this stage can be found in [36].
The displacement of the moving platform is measured
by a Microsense 6810 capacitive gauge and 6504-01
probe, which has a sensitivity of 2.5μm/V. The stage is
driven a by PiezoDrive PDL200 voltage amplifier with
a gain of 20 V/V. The control law was implemented
on a dSPACE DS1104 hardware-in-the-loop system via
Simulink Coder. The anti-aliasing and reconstruction filters were implemented using two Stanford Research System SIM965 analog filters. The experiments were done
using the x-axis. The sampling frequency of the system
was 10kHz and the reference was a 40-Hz triangle wave,
i.e., Ts = 0.1 ms and L = 25 ms which resulted in
N = 250.
5.2 Inverse plant response filter
The IPRF H3 (z−1 ) is an FIR filter synthesized
using frequency sampling, as discussed in Sec. 3.1. A
Hann window was applied to the FIR filter to improve
the inter-sample response. Welch’s method, discussed in
Sec. 3.2, with N = 250 frequency samples and a
Hamming window was used to generate the ETFE. In
Fig. 5, the frequency response of the ETFE and FIR
inverse filter H3 (z−1 ) is plotted, as well as the prod̂ −1 ), where G(z
̂ −1 ) is the ETFE with
uct zN∕2 H3 (z−1 )G(z
N = 250 frequency samples.
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5.3 Brick-wall low-pass filter approach

Fig. 4. Two-axis serial-kinematic nano-positioning platform
[36].

The number of taps in H3 (z−1 ) is dictated by (2).
The number of taps limits the frequency resolution of
the filter, and the Hann window used to improve the
inter-sample behavior of the H3 (z−1 ) also reduces the
accuracy of the model at the frequency samples. Hence,
there will be a mismatch between the IPRF and the plant
response. A high-resolution ETFE with 25 000 frequency
samples was generated using Welch’s method in order to
produce a good estimate of the mismatch. The measured
̂ −1 )| is
mismatch is shown in Fig. 6, where the |H3 (z−1 )G(z
shown to be approximately unity up to about 1.25 kHz.
The desired magnitude response |H1 (z−1 )| of the
filter was chosen to be the magnitude response of a
24th-order low-pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 1.15 kHz that was discretized using zero-order
hold. The frequency response of the filter and the stability
criterion (4) are plotted in Fig. 7.

5.4 Mismatch approach

Fig. 5. ETFE, IPRF, and the product of the ETFE and IPRF.

Fig. 6. The magnitude of the model mismatch (28); the
product between the high resolution empirical
transfer-function estimate (ETFE) and the inverse
plant response filter (IPRF).

In Fig. 8, the relative error (30) of the system
is shown. The uncertainty between the high resolution
ETFE and the IPRF is large at higher frequency. The
magnitude response of 𝜐̂ (z−1 ) is the uncertainty bound of
the system represented by the dashed line. This bound
was found using the method in Sec. 4.4, where Q = 11,
𝛾a = 5 and 𝛾b = 100. The stability margin of the
system is increased by using ks = 1.5. Due to the
hysteresis in the piezoelectric actuator, the effective gain
of the actuator is known to change by up to 80% [37],
hence a constant margin should capture this uncertainty
well. The frequency response of the filter and the stability
criterion (4) are shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 7. Robustness filter H1 (z−1 ) and stability criterion
(brick-wall).
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Fig. 8. Relative model mismatch (30) and estimated
uncertainty over-bound 𝜐̂ (z−1 ) for the system.

Fig. 10. Measured displacements, offset by ±1 μm to enhance
viewing.
Table I. Tracking error for a ±5 μm triangle wave at 40 Hz.
Robustness filter design
Brick-wall low-pass filter approach
Mismatch approach

emax (%)

eRMS (%)

0.7904
0.7217

0.0902
0.0856

Fig. 9. Robustness filter H1 (z−1 ) and stability criterion
(mismatch).

VI. RESULTS
The reference signal is a ±5 μm triangular wave
at 40 Hz. The reference signal and the measured
steady-state displacement for both RC configurations is
shown in Fig. 10. The absolute value of the steady-state
error signal is shown in Fig. 11. With y as the measured
output and r as the reference, the error signal is denoted
e = r − y. The maximum tracking error (ME) is then
defined as
emax (%) =

Fig. 11. The absolute value of the displacement error.

max |e|
× 100% ,
max y − min y

and the normalized root-mean-squared error (NRSME)
is defined as
√ ∑
N−1
1
eRMS (%) =

N

n=0

|e(n)|2

max y − min y

× 100% .

The tracking performance results are summarized in
Tab. I.

Fig. 12. Comparison of the robustness filters H1 (z−1 ).
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS
A method for improving the performance of repetitive control while preserving robust stability has been
described: Convex optimization is used to synthesize the
robustness filter from an estimated over-bound of the
modeling uncertainty. The result is less conservative than
the commonly used brick-wall filter, and the methodology is more automated. Experimental application to
a nanopositioning system demonstrated a 9% improvement in the maximum tracking error and a 5% improvement in the root-mean-squared error compared to the
traditional approach.
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